The Latin Cross
The Latin cross, which is the symbol used by Christianity, was not originally the
symbol of such until the seventh century CE.
This symbol is shown in Hinduism and Egyptian art as being the crown chakra
with the side extensions to the temples, and the straight line going downwards is
the spine. With all the other chakras along the straight line shown with their
elemental yantras along the spine. This cross folds into the cube which
represents the physical body and the element of earth which contains all the
other elements, and the five koshas, and three aspects, or, bodies that contain
those within them.
This cross also was shown with two lines down each side which are the Sun and
Moon channels (Ida and Pingala), and left and right sides of the body that are
female and male in polarity. This is also shown as the Yoni, which the reborn
soul emerges from on the world card in the tarot. This is simply a symbol of the
soul in some cases it was also shown with the X, the Chi-Ro across the main line
to denote the four corners of the body; the back, front, each side, and how the
chakras connect into such. The Chi-Ro was stolen from Egypt where it was
called the Body of Osiris.
The reason the enemy stole this symbol was to put the symbol of their
thoughtform of Rabbi Christ upon it to channel the energies into binding the
Gentile soul as part of their Kabbalistic spell.
Sources:
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Jake Carlson wrote:
The "t" cross of Christ is the mark of Christianity -- the Christ who the Jewish
New Testament is devoted to, who the Bible says has come once for the Gentile
Christians, but not yet for the Jewish people, except for the Messianic Jewish
community who believe in "him." This "t" cross is the mark of Christ that the AntiChrist gets the blame for. If Christ were to ever manifest in the form of a human
being on planet Earth, "his" symbol is the "t" cross, which is the mark that all of
the Goyim will be required to accept, or else they will not be able to buy or sell
anything, let alone live.

The equal-armed X Cross -- the Swastika Sun Wheel 666 -- on the other hand, is
the mark of Adolf Hitler, the official Anti-Christ. Because of the Aryan Anti-Christ,
the Christ thought-form will not be able to manifest in the form of a human being,
and our future is ensured. The X Cross has nothing to do with Christ, but is the
symbol that "he" will be defeated by. It is the symbol that every Satanist gets
"marked" with as soon as they dedicate their soul to Satan. This makes it
possible to take up the Serpent's offer and become Gods in ways that those who
are without will never be able to experience. The Dedication Ritual defeats the
"blood of the lamb" and washes it with Satan's authority and one's Gentile/Pagan
Identity in Satan.
The New Testament is just as Jewish as the Old Testament. The Jews tried to
destroy Satan, in his incarnation of Ptah-Osiris, by replacing him with LuciferChristos [Revelation 22:16]. However, the hoax that many people who expose
the stolen mythology of the Christ myth and Christ's parallels with Pagan Gods
occasionally fall for, is the superstition that since Christ the Jew never existed,
that there must be a real, proto-Aryan Lucifer Christ. But the truth is these people
need to wake up just like Jew-worshiping Christians because Christ in "his"
equally-fictitious Aryan form is simply Hellenic Judaism -- kosher "Paganism" for
Gentiles.
Truth be told, Christ is not based on an Aryan Pagan God, but an Aryan Pagan
CONCEPT, that of the Vril/Chi/Witch-power.
"t" = Christ
"X" = 666

Jake Carlson further wrote:
The psychotic Christians believe that the return of the Anti-Christ will mean that
they will lose their livelihood if they confess their faith in Christ, and that they will
not be able to buy or sell, save that they have the Mark of the Beast. What they
fail to realize is that the Christian Churches, both Catholic and Protestant, have a
history of not only shunning White Aryan heretics and Pagans from commerce,
but killing off these White Aryan Pagans if they wouldn't accept the mark of
Christ, the "t." The Crusades, the Dark Ages, and the Inquisition speak for
themselves. And contrary to re-written history, the Jewish people were never
official "victims" of the Christian Churches. The Jews promote the "Judaism
versus Christianity" hoax to try and keep Christianity as "credible" in the eyes of
their Goyim slaves as possible, as long as Christianity is still needed to manifest
the Jewish/Christian messiah.

As for Adolf Hitler outlawing Christianity, when he came to me, and answered my
questions about Christians and Christianity, he showed me how CHRISTIANITY
IN ALL OF ITS FORMS WILL BE OUTLAWED JUST LIKE ANY OTHER
BRANCH OF JUDAISM.
In Hitler's coming New World Order, the Gentiles who are Christians, but are
incurable, will be segregated so they cannot breed with Aryan Pagan Satanists,
as Christianity weakens the collective Race-Soul of the White Aryan Race.
Christianity, like any other form of Judaism for Gentiles, is a disease that must be
wiped out before it permanently wipes us out.
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